SPOHR'S STRING QUARTETS:
A DESCRIPTIVE SURVEY
by Keith Warsop
I-IERE has been only one extensive study of Spohr's string quartets and that dates back more than
a hundred years with the classic l9l2 monograph by Hans Glenewfuikel, Spohrs Kammermusikfir
Streichinstrumente: Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des Streichquartetts im XIX. Jahrhundert.In
addition Bertrand Jacobs produced a short essay in 1998 where he examined the quartets from the point
of view of a string player, Martin Wulflrorst comprehensively analysed the first five quartets in his 1995
dissertation on Spohr's early chamber music, and Clive Brown dealt with some quartets in detail in his
1984 critical biography of the composer but mentioned others only briefly.
This present contribution draws on a number of booklet notes written by the author for the Marco polo
complete recording of all Spohr's quartets and is not intended as a detailed analytical examination but quite
simply as a straightforward descriptive survey. Such an approach in the style of the traditional programme
note may be useful for the many Spohr lovers who still find themselves lost amid such a large string quartet
output.
The author acknowledges the contributions made on the subject by Glenewinkel, Jacobs, Wulfhorst
and Brown, as well as Chris Tutt in his notes on the Op.58, Op.84 and Op.93 quartets, and has drawn upon
them for some of the points made in this survey.
When the young Spohr wrote his first string quartets he was just about to become director of music
at the enlightened court of Gotha and had established himself as the leading German violin virtuoso. His
compositions were almost solely for his own instrument
violin concertos, duos for the violin and shorter
- in salons when orchestras
pieces for violin accompanied by string trio for him to play
were not available,
but he was ambitious to essay other branches of composition and soon after his Gotha appointment in 1805
he turned to harp music (for liis wife, Dorette, whom he married in February 1806), opera, the clarinet (for
the viftuoso Johann Sirnon Hermstedt) and Lieder. Among the earliest of these attempts in new genres are
the two Op.4 string quartets, published in 1806 but worked on from late 1804 in Braunschweig, and
completed in Gotha later in 1805.
The obvious influences on the Quartet No.1 in C major, Op.4, No.1, are Haydn, and more particularly
Mozart and Beethoven, especially the latter's Op.18 quartets which Spohr adored. Beethoven's influence
is shown especially in Spohr's effective use of short, dramatic segments of the thematic material in the
development. Spohr's virtuoso background emerges through the bravura-like passagework given to the first
violin in the closing sections of the Allegro spiritoso but it must be said that these have nowhere near the
technical difficulty of Spohr's contemporary concertos and potpourris.
The C minor Menuetto: Allegretto takes Mozart as the model while the C major Adagio, although
again lookingtoMozart, has some prophetic moments. The movement acts also as an introduction to the
finale, ending on a half-close before the Allegro begins. The influences on this finale are less obvious and
the rnusic becomes slightly more 'Spohrist'. All in all, there is much to enjoy in this quartet despite Spohr's
clear reliance on his models.
TIre irnpression made by the Quartet No.2 in G minor, Op.4, No.2, is far more striking and yet the
work could be said to be made up of influences
Beethoven in the first movement, Mozart in the second,
Haydn and Beethoven in the scherzo and Rode plus fugato style in the finale, but Spohr makes something
positive of these influences and the result is probably the most attractive of all his Gotha quartets.
The opening material of the Allegro moderato has a stronger taste of Spohr's own manner than the
previotts quartet, though again the motivic working is Beethoven-like in its use of short figures. The Poco
Adagio in B flat rnajor is one of the finest of Spohr's early slow movements even though its model is
obviously Mozart's Quartet in C major, K.465. This rich movement is ideally complemented by the
Scherzo: Allegro in which catchy rhythms are handled with a droll humour. Analytically the Finale-Rondo:
Vivace in G major ought to be a disaster with its Rode-like dotted opening tune imported from the quatuor
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brillant and contrasted with severe minor-key fugato passages but in performance it comes offwonderfully
well because of the tremendous high spirits which are generated. Even after Spohr had, during his lifetime,
entered the ranks of 'the great composers', with many more quartets to his name, this one continued to be
popular, appearing in many arrangements including one for violin and guitar!
Spolir comments on his early quartets inhis Autobiography:'In quartets, certainly the most difficult
of all cornpositions, I had already made a trial the year before. But with them I succeeded no better than
song-compositions. Shortly after their completion they no longer pleased me; and for that reason I should
not have published them lrad not my Leipzigpublisher, Herr Kiihnel, at whose house I played them in the
autumn of 1807, retained them almost by force and shortly afterwards published them as Op.4. The new
quartets, Op.15, also brought out by Ktihnel, pleased me it is true somewhat longer; but at a later period
when I had learned to produce a better style of quartet composition I regreffed also that I had published
them.' Spohr's memory is slightly astray here as the Op.4 quartets were issued in 1 806 so he must have
played thern for Ktihnel that year.
Spohr's first quatuor brillant, the Quartet No.3 in D minor, Op. 1 1 , which was composed in I 806, is
in complete contrast to the classically-orientated contemporary quartet sets of Op.4 and Op.15. Here, all
the focus is on the first violin with the other three instruments acting strictly as the accompaniment. In
addition, the use of the three-movement form, without a scherzo or minuet, plus the preference for a rondo
finale accentuates the relationship with the violin concerto.
When Spohr took over 'the manner of Rode' for this type of quartet, he also took over Rode's melodic
style of 'noble rnelancholy' as exemplified in the main material of the Allegro moderato. Although the
quartet is entitled 'brillant', Spohr strove to avoid empty virtuosity and the first violin is given much that
is highly expressive intermingled with the bravura passagework expected of the genre.
The B flatmaior Adagio is an operatic aria for the first violin
here Spohr seems to have modelled
- Giovanni. The final Rondo
his theme on 'Il mio tesoro' from his great hero Mozart's opera Don
is in the
doffed rhythm popularised by the French violin school of Viotti, Rode and Kreutzer. Here, the other
instruments have a little more to do but, overall, this is an effective display piece for the first violin.
If the quartet had been by Haydn it would no doubt have been nicknamed 'The Baby' in the light of
tlris anecdote related by Spohr in his Autobiography:'One Sunday morning I was playing a solo-quartet
of mine (D minor, Op.l l) when the master of the house was suddenly called away; but returning after
some time, he announced to the company that during the playing of the quartet a son had been born to
him!' Spohr goes on to say that the baby was christened Louis Kleinwiichter 'in compliment to me'.
With the Quartet No.4 in Eflat major, Op.15, No.1,we return to the quartet style of the Viennese
classics. The spirit of Haydn seems to beam over this work, especially in the sparkling 6i8 final RondoPresto (although Spohr calls it a rondo, it turns out to be in sonata form). The first Allegro vivace is a
genial, relaxed movement in which Spohr manages to give all of the instruments a share of the action even
though the first violin lias its usual amount of cadential passagework. The quiet ending to this movement
becomes a fingerprint of many later Spohr string quartets.
The C minor Andante could be characterised as a funeral march with a trio in the major where the
cellist is encouraged in a soaring duo with the first violin. Haydn and Mozart are never very far away either
in the Menuetto: Allegretto and, all in all, this quartet shows Spohr well on the way to developing
confidence in liis handling of the genre but he was not satisfied with what he had achieved and, as
mentioned above, soon after the composition of Op.15 in I 806/08 wished he had not allowed them to be
published.
The Quartet No.5 in D major, Op 15, No.2, is in three movements; it lacks a slow one (although there
is a four-bar slow introduction to the finale), possibly owing to criticism by the composer Johann Friedrich
Reichardt, whose standing as a critic was high during his lifetime. Spohr relates the story: 'I ... immediately
arranged a musical party at my house in his honour at which I let him hear my two new and just finished
quarlets ... I set much value upon his opinion and awaited it with a feeling of acute expectancy. I therefore
felt sornewlrat chafed wl-ren Reichardt had various objections to make and expressed them sans gdne.But
it was perhaps more tlie self-sufficent look of infallibility with which he pronounced his judgment that
wounded me; for some time after, I was obliged to admit to myself that Reichardt's observations were in
many respects just. There was one remark which I frequently called to mind in my subsequent studies. For
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instance, in an Adagio, from beginning to the end, I had caried out a figure after the style of Mozart, now
in one key and then in the other, and in my delight at this scientific interweaving, had not noticed that it
at last becarne monotonous. But although Reichardt praised the manner in which I had carried it through,

he spoke unsparingly against it and added moreover, maliciously: "You could not rest until you had
worried your motive to death!" '
As the slow movement to Spohr's other Op.15 quartet does not fit this description in any way, we can
assume that the criticised Adagio originally belonged to Op.l5, No.2, and was removed by Spohr before
the manuscript was sent to the publisher. The work overall is the most confidently handled of Spohr's
quartets to tlris date. The openingAllegro moderato is laid out on ambitious lines and the initial material
is so richly endowed that it permeates the whole of the movement. In addition, more so than in any of
Spohr's other early quartets, the 'conversational interplay of the instruments' is here to the fore. The rich
sound world of this movement's coda points ahead to more romantic sonorities, leaving the sparer world
of the classical quartet behind.
The Scherzo: Allegro vivace in G major, with its many sforzandos and pauses, is influenced by
Beethoven while the finale, Allegro molto after a Largo introduction, is, surprisingly, a full-blown fugal
movemerlt. Beethoven's third Rasumovslqt qtartet, which had recently appeared, had famously featured
such a movement, no doubt sparking Spohr to emulation. It makes a highly exhilarating and successful end
to the quartet but Spohr never again turned to this type of quartet finale.
Between the Op.15 quartets and the next one, the Quartet No.6 in G minor, Op.27, comes a four-year
gap, vital years in the development of Spohr's individuality as a composer. It might have been expected
that tlie promise shown in the early quartets would have resulted in more mature works in the same vein
but Spolrr struck out on a different path. Perhaps one reason for this is explained inthe Autobiography
where lie says that many early works had been written directly on Mozartian models.
He comments on his Alruna overture, modelled on Mozart's to Die Zauberflote: 'In my admiration
of Mozart and the feeling of wonder with which I regarded that overture, an imitation of it seemed to me
something very natural and praiseworthy, and at the time when I sought to develop my talent for
composition I had made many similar irnitations of Mozart's masterpieces.' However, he goes on to say
that 'sliortly after that tirne it became clear to me that a composer should endeavour to be original both in
the form of his rnusical pieces and in the developrnent of his musical ideas.'
What Spohr appears to have attempted was to import the expressive melodic style of the French violin
school(tlre vein of 'noble melancholy') as used inthe quatuor brillant into the classicalquartet style;the
result was the style of Spohr's mature string quartets. For although Op.27 is technically a quatuor brillant
with the first violin dominating the first movement in particular through virtuosic passagework akin to that
in Spohr's violin concertos, formally the work is on the broadest scale with fully worked development
sections, four movements which iriclude a minuet, and a degree of intensify and complexity to which the
conventional quatuor brillant never aspired.
Op.27 was written in the autumn of 1812 during Spohr's journey via Prague to Vienna where he
planned to establish his reputation there as a violin virtuoso before moving on to give further concerts
elsewhere but his playing so impressed Count Palffy, proprietor of the Theater an der Wien, that Spohr was
offered and accepted a contract as solo player and orchestral leader there at three times the salary he was

then earning as Music Director in Gotha.
Shortly afterwards, Spohr was visited by Johann Tost, the former Esterhdzy violinist for whom Haydn
wrote liis 'Tost' quartets. Tost had married a rich widow and set himself up in business as well as
becoming a patron of music. He wished Spohr to compose chamber works at an agreed fee, the
manuscripts to be kept by Tost and performances to be put on only in his presence so that he would be
invited to Vienna's major musical salons where he hoped to meet important business contacts, then after
three years he would return the compositions to Spohr who would be free to sell them to publishers. Spohr
agreed, charging 30 ducats for a quartet, 35 for a quintet and going progressively higher for larger
ensembles,

At first, however, Spohr had only the Op.27 quartet to offer and this was soon being performed by the
composer at various Viennese musical parties. When published, it was dedicated to that same Count
Rasurnovsky who is irnmortally linked to Beethoven's Op.59 quartets. The Allegro moderato opens with
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full of 'noble melancholy' which, it has been suggested, could almost be used as Spohr,s visiting
card. The movement alternates between deep romantic feeling and highly virfuosic passagework. The E
flatmajor Adagio, which exists in sketches suggesting it might have been originally intended for a violin
concerto, is on a much larger scale than those in the earlier quartets, fusing Mozartian lyricism with
dramatic intensity.
The brooding G minor Menuetto: Allegretto is balanced by a Liindler-like Trio in B flat major while
the finale Vivace is a tour de force involving a 6/8 theme in G major and a2l4 theme in D major, bringing
the quartet to a rousing and cheerful conclusion.
At the time he first met Tost, Spohr had just started work on the Quartet No.9 in F minor, Op.29,
11o.3, so when he completed it in spring 1813 he handed it over to Tost and, along with the earlier quartet
Op.27, the two works were soon being performed with Tost present. In fact, Spohr came out of the bargain
in a healthier state than Tost who went bankrupt at the start of 1815 and therefore then had to return-the
eight chamber works which had been composed for him, including the famous Nonet and Octet. As they
had become so well known from their frequent performances in the Viennese salons Spohr had no
difficulty in selling them to publishers and making a substantial profit.
The F rninor quartet has one of the most imposing openings to any Spohr quartet and this first Allegro
theme appears in double guise, a dolce,more lyrical version in A flat major with a simpler accompanimint
succeeding the strong start. A melody in triplets forms the second main theme and Spohr's credentials as
a violin virtuoso are displayed in semiquaver passagework then, in the development, this passagework
dominates and spreads through the other three parts. This movement is an excellent example of the way
Spohr integrated such virtuoso sections into the overall structure.
The Scherzo: Vivace in F minor is fugal while the Trio offers an F major contrast with a strongly
tuneful country dance over pizzieato support. A serenely beautifulAdagio in D flat major shows Mozart,s
influence on Spohr while thelllegro finale starts offlike a moto perpetuo in semiquavers but a bouncing
second subject intervenes. In the recapitulation F major is established but eventually F minor returns as
the semiqnavers die away for apianissimo conclusion.
The Quartet No.l0 in A major, Op.30, was composed in May l814 and it slots into the midst of a
sequence of his best-known works; on one side the opera Faust and the Nonet in F, Op.3 I , on the other
the Seventh Violin Concerto in E minor, Op.38, the Octet in E, Op.32 and the E flat Shing Quartet, Op.29,
a tlreme

No.l.

Spolir refered to this A major quartet as his 'parade horse' as he played it frequently in the Viennese
salons and in it he attempted the difficult task of on the one hand showing offhis skills as a violin virtuoso
while on the other demonstrating that he was a composer capable of approaching the levelof the great
Viennese classics, Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven.
Spohr was very much aware of these twin challenges for, recalling in his memoirs his arival in the city
itt 1872, he said: 'Vienna was at that time indisputably the capital of the musical world. The two greatest
composers and reformers of musicaltaste, Haydn and Mozart, had lived there, and there produced their
masterpieces ... The worthy successor of these art heroes, Beethoven, still resided there, and was now in

the zenith of his fame, and in the full strength of his creative power. In Vienna, therefore, the highest
standard for art creation was set up, and to please there
was to prove one's self a master. I felt my heart
beat as we drove over the Danube bridge and thought of- my approaching debut. My anxiety was yet more
increased by the thought that I should have to compete with flre greatest violinist of the day; for in Prague
I had heard that Rode had just returned from Russia and was expected in vienna.'
The first violin part of the quartet therefore matches the difficulty of those inhis quatuors brillants,
though the work was pr-rblished simply as'Quartet No.l0'.The three other instruments have much more
to do than in a conventional quatuor brillant and in fonnal matters the piece follows that of a 'true' quartet
with four movements, a minuet iri third position and a finale which, with its two contrasted but interlocking
sections, goes far beyond the simple rondo of the quatuor brillant. Indeed, Clive Brown has noted that
in seeking to give weight to the accompaniment Spohr strives for almost orchestral textures at times.
The warm and sweetly melodic opening theme, Allegro, gives way to a brief taste of the violin
fireworks to come before the second subject arrives, constructed in an unusual manner as it starts with a
long lield note on the violin above an ostinato-like accompaniment. More virtuoso passagework ensues and
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continues in the development section above some colourful harmonies. When the second subject retums
in the iecapitulation, the roles of the instruments are reversed with the first violin having the
accompaniment and the cello taking over the theme.
Tlre start of the Adagio in F major seems to be inspired by the slow movement of the E flat quartet,
K.428, by Spohr's great hero, Mozart. However, this intimate, simple theme eventually leads to rich
coloratura passages on the first violin and there is a catchy little figuration which starts to pervade the
whole texture and returns to wind things down at the end. The Menuetto: Allegretto, which tums to A
minor, features a rising mofif spanning two octaves which is shared by all four instruments in true quartet
style. In conhast, the A major Triobrings forward the frst violin with a folksong-like tune in thirds while
the accornpanists ilnitate a guitar with pizzicato chords which produces the impression of a serenade. After
the repeat of the Menuetto, Spohr breaks with tradition by also repeating the whole of the Trio which
brings the movement to a close.
A 38-bar introduction to the finale, Moderato in A major, leads us into a romantic wonderland. Above
a peaceful chord, the first violin sings out a rhapsodic, beautiful melody, full of warm feeling. After a
pause, the Vivace in A minor seems about to race away in a flurry of semiquavers by the solo violin, only
for a few bars of fugato to intervene. The Moderato inhoduction returns twice at full length but the Vivace
lras the last word, before settling on a deep forte chord which dies away in the final bar.
Tlre story behind the genesis of Quartet No.7 in Eflat major, Op.29, No.1, composed in summer 1814,
is well-known from Spohr's account of it in his Autobiography. At a music palty in Vienna at which Spohr
was present along with fellow composers Friedrich Ernst Fesca, Johann Nepomuk Hummel and Johann
Peter Pixis, a quartet by Fesca was performed in which the opening theme was derived from the letters of
his surname, F, E, E flat, C, A.
Those present had a good laugh at the expense of the other three composers over the unmusical quality
of their surnames and this spurred Spohr on in attempt to do something with his name. It occurred to him
that 'S' would be E flat (Es in German); 'po' would be the old abbreviation for the dynamic sign piano;
'h' would be that note (German for B natural); and 'r' would be the crotchet rest symbol (which, when
written, can look like an 'r').
At the next quartet party Spohr introduced the new work which was highly praised and especially the
originality of the opening theme with its descending diminished fourth. Then, Spohr says: 'I now called

together those who had previously made fun of me for my unmusical name and showed them (for,
naturally, they had not heard it) the famous theme formed from my name. They laughed heartily at my
artistic trick and now made even more fun of both Hummel and Pixis who, with all their skill, could make
nothing musical out of their names.'
Despite this light-hearted anecdote, the quartet itself proves to be one of Spohr's very best and his
frequent exposure in Vienna to the music of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven has rubbed off here
beneficially. Both of the sonata-form outer movements show the complex motivic work expected of the
genre (the so-called gearbeiten quartet). In the frst Allegro the unison opening with its descending
diminished foufth generates extensive treatment before the second subject in march rhythm is reached. The
lengtlty development has some futuristic harmonic moments including a rising passage for the cello going
tlrrough all 12 notes of tlie chromatic scale (from bar 97) and the recapitulation is comprehensively
reworked.
The attractive Andante con Variazioni in C minor has an appendage in C major which recurs in four
of the variations, missing out only in the one in C major itself so this appendage closes the movement in
the major and there is much inventive workmanship along with some virtuoso passages for the first violin.
The Scherzo: Moderato returns to C minor and is treated contrapuntally throughout while the B major
Trio features plenty of examples of Spohr's famous up-bow staccato. In the finale Vivace, which opens
with a bright, cheerful melody, the second subject is an unusual and original idea as a broader theme on
the second violin and viola is overlaid with a descending motif for the first violin. A lengthy coda rounds
off this masterly work.
Spohr's final composition in Vienna was the Quartet No.8 in C major, Op.29, No.2, which he finished
in January 1815. It is a more relaxed piece than Op.29, No.1, with a stronger touch of Mozart's influence
as noted by the esteemed Wiirzburg critic Franz Joseph Frdhlich when he reviewed the whole Op.29 set
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in 1817. He also rated this C major quartet as the finest of the three, saying it was 'one of the most
significant works which this branch of music possesses.'
In contrast to the stern unison start to Op.29, No. 1 , this Allegro gets under way with a lyrical melody
marked dolce while the second subject stays with the gentle atmosphere, this time marked con molto
espressione. We reach the closing section of the exposition before the first violin is allowed some
semiquaver passagework but after only eight bars this moves on to the viola.
This passagework is alluded to briefly in the development (five bars) which concentrates chiefly on
the main theme. In the recapitulation the second violin steps up to get its share of passagework but overall
this plays a minor role in the movement though it descends through all four parts to round things off.
The Adagio in F major is not only the outstanding movement of the work but it marks the first
appearance in a quaftet of what became the 'typical Spohr Adagio' with a broad, hymn-like melody, here
set off against a more active, contrasting central section in which the cello plays the main theme in its tenor
register while the first violin embellishes the music during a striking passage.
With the C rninor Menuetto: Un poco Allegretto we have another Spohr prototype; the rather
menacing, minor key, march-like minuet which the composer turns to again in his Double Quartet No.2
in E flat major, Op.77 , and his String Quintet No.4 in A minor, Op.9l. In the major key Trio, marked
sempre pp for its first 22barc, the frst violin takes us into a land of smiles with bagpipe-like support from
the cello before the sinister march returns, only to end suddenly at the close of its first part.
Clive Brown describes the finale Vivace as 'an ebullient helter-skelter' as the C minor clouds are
blown away in an irepressible outbreak of high spirits. Although the semiquaver dashing opening theme
seems tailor-made for first violin virtuosity, the other three instruments get their share of the fun too in one
of Spohr's most sparkling finales
a long way from the 'soft and sentimental Spohr' of his detractors.
- I 815 (where, with his
After leaving Vienna on l8 March,
Op.29 set he said he had developed 'a better
style of quartet-composition'), Spohr toured Germany and the following spring stayed in Switzerland
where he busied himself preparing repertoire for his planned visit to Italy. He and his family arrived there
on 5 September, 1816 and Spohr kept a diary from which we learn the circumstances behind the
composition of his first quartet since Vienna.
If Spohr's frst quatuor brillant could have been nicknamed 'The Baby' as, while the composer was
performing it at the house of a friend, the host was called away and later returned to say his wife had given
birth to a son during its performance, Spohr's second might be entitled 'The Sickbed'.
In his diary Spohr notes that he had been forced to postpone his planned departure from Rome to
Naples because his daughters had caught scarlet fever. It was on New Year's Day 1817 that the nine-yearold Emilie was taken ill. Two days later Ida, aged eight, was also down with the disease and Spohr relates:
'January 3.1have kept up my spirits and amused rnyself in inventing some puzzle canons and have now
begun to write a new solo quartet.'
But the children made an unexpectedly speedy recovery and the quartet was not completed until May
when the Spohrs were relaxing in Switzerland where they had stored their belongings. Soon afterwards
Spohr gave the premidre of the quartet at a concert in Zurich with part of the proceeds being donated to
charity at a time of severe famine.
In comparison with the first quatuor brillant the other instruments, without detracting from the
prominence of the first violin, take a bigger part in the proceedings in the Quartet No.ll in E major,
Op.43. Anyone expecting fireworks d la Paganini in a quartet called'brillant' will be disappointed; while
the first violirr has its share of bravura passagework in the outer movements, much of the time it
concentrates on the sweetly lyrical melodies.
Spohr sometimes liked to vary the basic constituents of sonata form and in the first movement,l llegro,
instead of a central development he constructs a 'Lied' or A-B-A form where the development is replaced
with a section in D major wliich presents the opening material in a more romantic setting.
Tlre tlreme of tlie deeply-feltAdagio inE minor may be categorised as a lament but soon a warner
climate develops. There is hardly any bravura passagework 'stitched in' here; instead all is devoted to
enhancing and ornamenting tlre thematic material. The Tempo di Minuetto: Un poco vivace finale is far
removed from the classical model. Its mazurka-like melody is a real romantic tourch while energetic
sforzandos and syncopations enliven the music. A more peaceful G major section fulfils the role of Trio3t

In autumn i817 Spohr took up the post of Music Director at the Frankfurt Opera. The following
summer he was asked to institute Frankfurt's first regular public string quartet concerts and as a result he
wrote his three Op.45 quartets (shortly after abandoning work on a proposed opera, Der Schwarze Jciger,
when he heard that Weber was working on Der Freischiltz, a version of the same plot). This background
is reflected in the quarteti
they are not works technically suitable for amateur home music-making
public
circles but big
compositions in which Spohr strove to display his talent at its best. A striking
example of the development of the string quartet as a concert genre is the difference between the
performance of Spohr's early quartets ten years or so before where the composer expected 'pick-up' groups
to take part, and the Frankfurt quartet Spohr formed, whose names he recalled many years later: Second
violin the concertmaster Hofmann, viola Bayer, cello Nikolaus Hasemann, at that time trombonist of the
orchestra and afterwards first cellist of the Kassel orchestra.
The concerts began in autumn 1818 at Frankfurt's Rothes Haus, the programmes including works by
Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Fesca and Onslow as well as Spohr's new quartets. Spohr recalls: 'We had
practised in the most careful manner in two rehearsals. They made therefore a great sensation by the
precision of their execution.'
With the influence of ltis Italian trip behind him, the Op.45 quartets use more romantically shaped
themes rather than the shorter motives of Spohr's Viennese quartets and they made a great impression on
Jean-Paul Richter, the famous author of novels full of the German world of fantasy. Spohr says that after
hearing the Quartet No.12 in C major, Op.45,.4/o.1, Jean-Paul 'ascribed to it a highly poetical significance
of which, while composing it, I certainly never thought, but which recurred in a striking manner to my
rnind at every subsequent performance.' Disappointingly, Spohr fails to tell us what Jean-Paul's

'programme'was.
In the operringAllegro of this work both first and second subjects are cantilena-like themes but Spohr
provides sharper contrasts by appending march-like material to each of them. The development section is
one of Spohr's longest and best, especially in the range of his typical harmonic subtleties. The spectral C
minor Scherzo: Vivace was no doubt one of the things which fired Jean-Paul's imagination as it can still
do to ours. This is the world of the German Mdrchen, a grimmer area than that of Mendelssohn's ofairy'
scherzos.
The Andante Grazioso in the romantic key of A flat major is one of the most immediately appealing
movements in all Spohr in which his style of expression comes close to Schubert with a simple ballad-like
rrelody which seems to flow so naturally tl'rat the art behind it (violins frequently in octaves, for instance)
goes unremarked. The main theme of the finale, Presto, has an Alpine character, a style Spohr had come
to know during his spells in Vienna and Switzerland, which fascinated him so much that he utilised this
the Nottumo, Op.34 (1815), the Third Clarinet Concerto (1821) and this
sort of material in three finales
quartet where its development is the most extensive.
This Alpine theme is contrasted with a new subject which first appears in unison and then expands into
a fugal texture. Imaginative harmonic treatment suddenly halts; after almost four full bars of a general
pause the lower instruments play in waltz time while the first violin has the Alpine melody. More fugal
development precedes a varied recapitulation.
In these Op.45 quartets, Spohr not only paid attention to the thematic working-out and contrapuntal
combinations as exemplified in the works of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven but he also looked to introduce
dramatic strokes wliich would make an effect with an audience. For instance, in the Quartet No.l3 in E
minor,Op.45, No.2, the development section of the Allegro vivace is mainly devoted to a statement of the
main theme in E major (a theme typical of Spohr in which regular ingredients of his style are called on
suclr as ornaments and pedal points with dissonant chords above); instead, the recapitulation is really the

'

-

development!
Then, the Larghetto,which is in C major, has a lyrical melody in2l4 time accompanied by a spiky,
staccato motif in 12116.In the G major Menuetto: Moderato,the repeat is not the conventional one but a
varied return involving imitation and decorated with triplet and semiquaver passagework. Finally, new
nraterial appears in the development section of the Vivace last movement and, the last dramatic stroke of
all, the main theme gently unwinds at the end to provide a quiet conclusion. This quartet long remained
a favourite with the composer and as late as 1855 he performed it in Hanover.
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In his quartets published in sets of three (opp.29,45, 58, 74,82 and 84) Spohr tried to offer strongly
differentiated works and one extra string to his bow in this respect was to give one of the three a stronger
aftinity with the quatuor brillant, with a prominent virtuoso part for the first violin. This is the case with
the Quartet No.I4 in F minor, Op.45, i/o.3, but there are also other ways Spohr gives an individual identity
to the three quartets. In No.l there is a lengthy, filre development in the classical tradition, while in No.2,
as we have seen, the real development takes place in the recapitulation.
Now, in the F minor, Spohr abolishes the development entirely and builds the unity of his first
movement througlr strong contrasts in each section. It opens with a slow introdu ction, Adagio, the first to
one of Spohr's quartets (although the fugal finale of Op.15, No.2 has one) which projects an atmosphere
of sorrow. Gradually the clouds lift and a more hopeful theme in A flat major begins to take shape. This
proves to be the kernel of the flowing F major first subject of the Allegro yivace while the second theme
is also lyrical, 'floating like a butterfly from harmony to harmony', in the words of Glenewinkel in his
1912 monograph. In between come difficult, virtuoso semiquaver passages for the first violin. There is no
exposition repeat; instead the slow introduction reappears, its tone intensified by dramatic pizzicato effects,
then, after the recapitulation, hints of it overshadow the coda.
Tlre hyrnnlike Adagio in B flat major maintains its rapt mood throughout with the A flat section of the
slow introduction influencing the secondary material. The F major Scherzo:Presto is another of Spohr's
'fantasy' pieces in which, as in Op.45, No.l, he reflects the world of E. T. A. Hoffinann, Jean-Paul or the
Grimms, as if a ghostly witches' dance is taking place on the misty top of the Blocksberg, while the
whining Trio in F minor intensifies the mood (perhaps the fact that Spohr had just been involved in the
German premidre of his opera Faust in Frankfurt might have been an influence).
The F maior Vivace finale starts like aquatuor brillant with a semiquaver opening theme for the first
violin in which the other players get to sliare. Then comes one of Spohr's catchiest tunes which develops
into a duet for violirr and cello. Knowing a good tune when he invented one, Spohr calls for the exposition
repeat so that, including the recapitr-rlation, we hear it three times. But we want it to come round again and
Spohr does not disappoint us. With things heading for a seemingly conventionalfortissimo conclusion the
music suddenly changes tack and in sails the tune to bring the movement gently to rest. A poetic close to
the set of which the Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung reported: 'Three new magnificent quartets by Spohr
received great applause.'
Tlrere was a return to the quatuor brillant with Quartet No.l8 in B minor, Op.61 , which Spohr wrote
in the summer of l8l9 when he was set to throw up his post in charge of the Frankfurt opera. His
resignation was a matter of principle over attempted interference in his artistic policy by the pennypinching chairman of the theatre's board who wanted a more down-market repertoire. Spohr already had
under his belt a lucrative contract as violin soloist with London's Philharmonic Society for the spring of
1820 so the dominance of bravura display in this quartet can be put down to his plan to resume his life as
a touring virtuoso.

Tlre elegaic, broad melody of the openingAllegro moderato shows the influence of Spohr's early
model Rode, who pioneered the quatuor brillant. This first theme is then repeated by the soloist dolce in
a deeper register, Iying below the accompanying second violin and viola which produces a piquant effect
and it is this particular settirrg wlrich launches the recapitulation, leading to repetition of the theme in its
original higher register; in other words, reversing the procedure of the work's opening section. The second
subject retains the mood ofthe opening melody and is accompanied by a repeated trilling motif on the cello
which is then picked up and expanded by the soloist. Eventually, the music moves to B major for the last
section of the movement.
In tlre A flat Adagio the noble, cantabile main theme is soon decorated with coloratura material and
is followed by a more dramatic contrasting section. Finally, the six-bar coda moves away from brilliance
to feature a short canon. The B major finale , Allegretto, is in rondo form though not so marked in the score
and has a light, dancing main tune while the moven:rent is especially rich in 'show-offl passages for the
soloist, including episodes in testing double stops.
It should be noted that a few of Spohr's quartets were published out of their chronological sequence
so that No.l0 (Op.30) was actually the eighth in order of composition, coming before both Op.29, Nos.
I and2 though after Op.29,No.3, while No.l8 (Op.61) was the l5th, ahead ofthe three quartets of Op.58.
-) -,

After leaving the Frankfurt opera Spohr made several important concert tours which included visits
to London (1820) and Paris (1821). Then, in order to give his two elder daughters more advanced training
as singers for which they had showed a talent, he moved to Dresden and renewed his old friendship with
the composer Carl Maria von Weber who was director of the opera there.
Here, Spohr takes up the story: 'He received me in a very cordial manner and by degrees introduced
me into all the musical circles where I not only heard much good music but had the opportunity of playing
my own chamber music. As the musicians who accompanied me showed great interest in my quartet play,
this induced me, with their assistance, to give quartet parties every week at my house, to which I invited
the most ardent music lovers in the town. At these I brought forward, as I had not succeeded in doing in
Paris, all the qLlartets and quintets which I had written up to that time; as I soon got to the end of them and
they met with great approbation from all hearers,I was encouraged to write some new ones.'
He began composing the three Op.58 quartets in November 1821 but after finishing the first two, he
was just beginning work on the third, when a major turning point in his life occurred. Weber was invited
to take over as Kapellmeister in Kassel but, as he was fully satisfied with his Dresden post, he offered
instead to recommend Spohr for the position. Spohr therefore visited Kassel, was asked to name his own
terms and negotiated a satisfactory contract with his appointment as Kapellmeister for life.
The first of the Dresden set, Quartet No.15 in Eflat major, Op.58, No.1, ranks among the top group
of Spohr's works in the medium with four well-balanced movements in which his invention is maintained
at a high level throughout. There is a relaxed opening theme to the Allegro viyace and a second subject
which grows out of it, but plenty of contrast is offered through more dynamic moments as well as triplet
passages which urge the music on before a peaceful close to the movement.
The A flat major Adagio reaches heights of beauty which make it one of Spohr's finest slow
movements and a musically substantial one with a playing time of over ten minutes. A more animated
central section fits well into the overall mood and it is referred to briefly at the end.
Glenewinkel feels that the C minor Scherzo is Spohr's finest and he makes comparison with
Beethoven. The opening rnotif is ever-present and appears in imitation before the Trio turns to C major
with country-dance material that incorporates references to the first movement's main theme. The catchy
Rondo: Vivace firiale is full of vitality as implied by the tempo marking and Spohr introduces contrapuntal
passages aplenty which are full of wit rather than seriousness on the way to a rousing conclusion.
In the case of the Quartet No. I 6 in A minor, Op.58, No.2, Spohr opts for a complete contrast with its
predecessor. There, the composer poured his high-quality inspiration into a classically orientated work.
Now, with the A minor, things could not be more different. Firstly, this is one of those quartets in Spohr's
sets of three which has a greater degree of virtuosity in the first violin part; secondly, the composer is more
adventurous in his treatment of formal matters; and thirdly, the thematic material moves away from the
classicism of Op.58, No.l, into a more romantic sphere.
The familiar Spohr minor key atmosphere of 'noble melancholy' marks the start of the Moderato fwst
movement before the first violin is put through its virtuoso paces. Then a more confident mood comes over
the music with a soaring, highly romantic second subject. A substantial development follows and leads into
a revamped and more concise recapitulation.
Next, an Andante con variazioni in F major has an attractive theme which undergoes two variations
but then comes an innovation in the formal structure as the tonality changes to A major and the movement
to Scherzo: Vivace which proves to be an ingenious 314 variation of the Andante theme. Eventually, the
scherzo closes with a modulation back to F major and Andante tempo for a final variation and coda.
The finate, which stays with A minor and even closes there, is a colourful Rondo all 'Espagnola in
bolero style and is enormously attractive in its minor key mix of liveliness with a touch of sadness. In fact,
Spohr valued tlris movement so much that he orchestrated it (including castanets) and introduced it into
his 1829 Spanish opera Der Alchymist where it is marked Fandango.
Spohr took up his new Kassel post early in 1822 and completed the set of quartets he had begun in
Dresden, putting the finishing touches to the Quartet No.l7 in G major, Op 58, No.3, in March. It is a
quirky - almost maverick - quartet without a proper slow movement. The opening Allegro is a
kaleidoscopic piece which drops the exposition repeat and features a 6/8 main theme contrasting with a
broad, singing rlelody as well as an important rhythmic motif which comes to the fore in the
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development.This is followed by a rather attractive and somewhat cheeky Menuetto: Moderato in E flat
major plus a C minor Trio whose triplet theme is wrong-footed by bars in 2/4 times interpolated into the
basic 3/4. The composer then starts what appears to be a brooding G minor I dagio molto slow movement
but a jaunty G major scherzando Allegro butts in and the two tempi are interlocked until the end with the
slow music the final victor.
Spohr had been in Kassel for nearly two years when he composed the Quartet No.19 in A major,
Op.68, his fourth quatuor brillant, which is dated on the autograph score 'October 1823'and it follows
the three-movement layout of his earlier essays in this form. Although these works may be considered the
chamber music equivalent of the violin concerto, in one particular they resemble their 'true' quartet
counterparts. So far Spohr had adhered to the standard first movement sonata form of his classical quartet
lreritage with a repeated expositiott, a formula which, inthe quatuor brillant, produced a long stretch of
music with its dominating solo violin part twice over as well as its repetition in the recapitulation.
The problem was thus created of a danger of textural monotony and in Op.68 Spohr addressed this
matter though he avoided the obvious path of eliminating the exposition repeat, something he had already
done in a couple of his recent regular quartets. Instead, he adopted the plan of some of his violin concertos
by starting the recapitulation with the second subject. In the first movement, Allegro moderato, which
offers warm and expansive themes punctuated by solo passagework, he also gives the three accompanying
parts their own almost exclusive motif, introduced by the cello to herald the arival of the second subject
wlrich ittlren accompanies before being picked up briefly bythe soloistatthe close of the exposition.
Spohr finally writes a quiet and lyrical coda which allows the soloist right at the end again to appropriate
the motif which has so far mainly been the property of the trio of accompanists.
The Larghetto, in F major, is a typical Spohr 6/8 lyrical slow movement and extremely beautiful as
the solo violin sings out the main melody on the G string. The central section turns to D minor with
bravura passages which introduce a note of high pathos before the return of the opening material. In the
finale, Rondo: Allegretto, we find Spohr at his catchiest as the movement attractively rounds offa lovable
work, rich in melody whiclr offers plenty of enjoyment for modern listeners.
With the three quartets of Op.74 we find Spohr's 'true' quartet technique at its finest. They date from
1826 and the set is among Spohr's ontstanding achievements in the quartet medium. By this stage he had
a settled ensemble at his winter quartet parties consisting of himself (first violin), Adolf Wiele (second
violin), who was the leader of his Kassel orchestra, Spohr's brother, Ferdinand (viola) and Nikolaus
Hasemann (cello). Apart from being an outstanding cellist, Hasemann was also a virtuoso on the trombone!
The Quartet No.20 in A minor, Op.74, No.1, was completed in August and begins Allegro yivace with
a two-note semibreve rnotif witlr grace notes attached to produce what Glenewinkel describes as a cry of
pain. In contrast, the second subject is one of Spohr's most lyricalthough, even here, the opening motif
can still be heard in the accompaniment. Both themes are explored in the development and towards the end
of the movement the two-note motif is hurled outfortissimo only for the music to close in a more gentle
fashion.
After such a fiery first movement we get a relaxed contrast in the F major Larghetto con moto which
offers a lilting 9/8 melody which, Glenewinkelsuggests, bears a'fatalresemblance'to Haydn's 'Emperor's
Hymn', though present-day listeners may have a different view as the connection seems very distant
indeed. The Scherzo in A minor is tightly organised to incorporate the semibreve motif from the first

movement while the Trio turns to

A

major for a more lyrical interlude with cello pizzicati

as

accompaniment.
The good-ltumoured Rondo: Allegretto finale in A major has a Rode-style main theme which could
easily belongto a quatuor brillant but Spohr does not limit the interest only to the first violin and there is
plenty of 'true' qLrartet writing with, again, a gentle close so that all four movements end quietly. We have
travelled a long way from Glenewinkel's opening 'cry of pain'.
In comparison with the first movement of the A minor work, Quartet No.2l in B flat major, Op.74,
No.2,from November, offlers a lighter touch with two main subjects which, as has been noted, have
affinities tothe Rondo melody in Beethoven'sOp.22 piano sonata in the same key. The quartet's highlight
is tlre G minor Larghetto in which a vein of strong pathos comes to the fore. The central section of the
movement turns to the tonic major and features a beautful passage for the cello in its highest register. The
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most original formal innovation comes in the third movement where, instead of a scherzo or minuet, Spohr
introduces an Allegretto con Variaziorei in B flat major, whose theme is the composer's own. Three of the

five variations bring forward virtuosic flights for the first violin but the second involves canonic entries
while the fourth moves to B flat minor which brings a more melancholy tone as well as hinting at the
opening key of the finale.
Here, also an Allegretto, the first subject comprises two themes, the first in B flat minor and the second
in the major but tl're minor key dominates much of the time and, though B flat major eventually wins out,
the influence of the minor key brings a reflective p ianissimo close.
Quartet No.22 in D minor, Op.74, No.3, which was composed in December, stakes a claim to be
among Spohr's three best quartets (alongside No.7, Op.29, No.l, and No.15, Op.58, No.l, both in E flat
major) as each movement attains a consistently high level of quality. The opening Allegro,with its 3/2time
signature, features fiery restlessness with broad, sweeping, even sensual themes tinged with pathos and the
second subject which spans 24 bars is a particularly romantic inspiration. The bridge between the two main
themes at first seerns devoted to violin virtuosity with its descending triplet passage but it proves to have
important thematic significance in its own right as it is echoed on the other instruments and plays a major
role in the development. This is another excellent example of how Spohr integrates these virtuoso elements
into the general musical argument.
A hymn-like Adagio in A major in Spohr's noblest vein is not without a few moments of minor drama
though the basic calm mood remains in the forefront. In contrast, the ghostly D minor Scherzo: Vivace
takes us on a kaleidoscopic journey while the major key Trio with a time change to 614 retains the eerie
atmosphere as well as allowing the cello to share the limelight.
The D major finale, Presto,launched with an octave leap, can truly be said to crown the whole work
in a non-stop display of contrapuntalcomplexity which can also accommodate an operatic-style second
subject. The exposition appears to be reaching its conclusion when the first violin ends a sequence of
passagework with a conventional cadential trill but it then continues this trill over ten bars as the cello takes
up the opening theme to herald a spell of development leading to the repeat of the exposition. The
development proper intensifies the contrapuntal combinations which now include the 'operatic aria' second
sr,rbject while a passage of Baclr-like figuration also comes to the fore. After a full recapitulation, the
quartet closes on a note of quiet restraint.
Spohr composed his set of three string quartets Op.82 in the winter of 1828129 and the first, Quartet
No.23 in E major, Op.82, No..1, was completed in October 1828. As mentioned earlier, Spohr's published
groups of three quartets often include one which has a greater element of virtuoso writing for the first
violin than the other two and that is the case here in comparison with the two companion works of Op.82.
Indeed, in this quaftet Spohr adopts the condensed sonata form he used in his quatuors brillants Op.68 and
Op.83 by starting the recapitulation with the second subject, a procedure he adheres to in both the first and
last movements.
In the opening Allegro there is a large degree of solo violin semiquaver passagework but this
eventually turns out to be an integral part of the movement as it spreads to the other instruments and
dominates the development where it is finally reduced to its simplest rhythmic form, creating a huge
crescendo which bursts into the recapitulation.
The beautiful main theme of the C major Andantino evokes a pastoral atmosphere before a more active
central section in A minor intervenes and elements of this material accompany the opening theme in the
final bars. In the E minor Scherzo: Allegro, the main motif is on the cello while the two violins interject
syrcopated sighs, bringing a melancholy colouring to the music. The Trio is more relaxed as it switches
to tlre tonic major featuring scale passages leavened with a little counterpoint. The finale, Allegro, also
starts off in E rninor but then swings between minor and major as the two main motifs, which are
thematically linked, bounce along attractively with driving tiplets keeping up the momentum. After some
rich harmonic adventures the energy subsides right at the end for a quiet conclusion.
TIre composer cornpleted tbe Quartet No.24 in G major, Op.82, No.2, in November. It is generally a
good-natured, lively work which turns aside to ponder deeper matters in the slow movement. In the
opening Allegro Spohr constructs his two main themes from the same core motif though each has a
completely different character and continuation. The broad, noble theme of the beautiful Adagio inB
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minor with its eloquent lament is present throughout, appearing on the cello in conjunction with the
secondary material. The whole movement is built entirely from these elements with no extraneous matter
at all. Instead of the haditional scherzo or minuet, Spohr substittfies an Alla Polacca; Moderato in E minor
whose stately polorraise pomp arrd circumstance is enriched with touches of violin virtuosity in its E major
Trio.

The catchy, bustling finale, Al.legro, which wittily handles three main themes, is almost orchestral in
effect; indeed, Mendelssohn's injunction to performers of his renowned Octet couldwell apply here: ,This
piece must be played by all of the instruments in a symphonic style; the pianos andfortes must be strictly
observed and more clearly emphasised than is customary in works of this character.' At the end the musit
seems ready to die away but after a brief pause there is an assertive final flourish.
In the third work of the set, Quartet No.25 in A minor, Op 82,.Mo.3, dating from February 1t29, Spohr
turns the mood of its predecessor inside out. This time seriousness is the business of the outer movements
while the two inner ones are more relaxed and tuneful. The first Allegro works with only one theme,
following precedents set by some of Haydn's quartets; in the words of Vaughan Williams when he
followed a Haydn rnodel in one of his symphonies: oWhat is good for the master is good for the man., The
elegaic tone of the theme diminishes with a change of mode from minor to major and less intensity which
alone marks the traditional second subject area. Virtuoso flourishes are completely absent in one of Spohr's
most tautly built movements.
In the F major Andarare Spohr plays games with the performers; the time signature is marked to be an
alternation of 4/8 and 3/8, and this gives a piquant, attractive rhythmic touch to the progress of the music
with complications growing when the hiplet secondary theme is later played above the main melody. To
tlre listener, though, it all sounds so simple and serenade-like. Then comes an outstanding Scherzo: Vivace
in A minor featuring a sturdy dance rhyhrn which includes a richly melodic Trio inA major of a folk-like
character and, unlike many scherzos, there is much development of the material in this movement..

The finale is cunningly constructed to prodr"rce a rhapsodic impression but

it is based on a

straightforward sonata form without a development section. There is a lengthy slow introdu ctiol, Andante,
which sets up a brooding atmosphere and contains the germinal motif of the main Allegro presented in
fugato style. This opening Andante section returns in place of the development as well as at the end.
Semiquaver passagework which ebbs and flows between the sections plus a second subject in longer
notes which has tlre effect of seeming to broaden the tempo build up the rhapsodic mood as the music
ranges with complete freedom from the constraints of its underlying classical form. Sonorous chords die
away in the final bars to emphasise the basically serious mood of the quartet with its tinge of sadness and
conclude a movement which gives the lie to the old legend that Spohr is a formally conservative composer.
The Quartet No.26 in Eflat major, Op.83, is the fifth and penultimate of Spohr's three-moviment
quatuors brillants, dating from August 1829. With this work the composer seems almost to be preparing
for work on his Violin School which he began soon afterwards. The soloist undertakes the complete gu*ui
of violin technique with a wide range of bowings, figurations, double stops, ornamentation, staccato and
legato control, cantabile expressivity and so on. The first movement, Allegro moderato, follows the
example of the previous brillant quartet, No.19 in A major, Op.68, by using condensed sonata form which
omits the first subject from the recapitr-rlation though it makes a brief reappearance towards the close, while
the deeply expressive second subject is in the unusual key of D flat major.
In the intense Adagio where the key signature is B major, the accompanying trio have far more to do
than usual as tliey introduce again and again adotted rhythmical motif extracted from a brief passage by
the soloist whose virtuosity does not overshadow the seriousness which pervades the movement. Also, in
the catclry Alla Polacca frnale, the three supporting instruments have frequently to interject the basic
polonaise rhythr"n and there are actually two very brief moments when the second viotin exchanges a phrase
with the soloistl
The arrival of a new decade brought less happy times for Spohr as he suffered a number of
bereavements with the death in 1831 of his younger brother, Ferdinand, who had joined his Kassel
orchestra, and of his friend and librettist Carl Pfeiffer, dead at the age of only 28. Then, in November 1834,
his wife Dorette died to be followed in 1835 by her aunt, Minchin, while on holiday on the Dutch coast
with Spohr and his yoLtngest daughter, Therese, who herself died in 1838 aged 18. These family blows
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were counterpointed by the situation in Kassel following popular unrest in the wake of the 1830 French
Revolution which led to the closing of the city's theatre and attempts by the Elector to disband the
orclrestra, blows in this case to Spohr's artistic life. In the end, the orchestra was saved, thanks to their legal
contracts, and tire theatre eventually reopened.
It is tempting to find the eflect on Spohr of these events reflected in the music he wrote at the time but
we must be cautious. The Czech composer, Bohuslav Martinri, like Spohr on the Nazi black list, has
pointed out that a composer might write a lively, cheerful piece simply in order to escape from the mood
brought on by various sad or tragic events in his life. In his own case, one of his jolliest works, the
Sinfonietta Giocosa, was composed while he was trying to get out of France and escape the Nazis.
So tlre sombre start to Spohr's Quartet No.27 in D minor, Op.84, No. /, which dates from November
1831, might have little to do with liis circumstances at this period, particularly in the light of the quartet's
finale which closes the work in a bright andbreezy D major.
The Allegro vivace's opening rising phrase on the cello plays an important part in proceedings along
with the main theme on the first violin. Thjs cello motif also introduces the second subject which leads into
what Glenewinkel describes as a beautiful, somewhat 'Meistersingerish' episode. The sombre atmosphere
retums to dominate the lead up to the development which reaches a stunning climax with three/ortissimo
outbursts on the first violin reinforced with a strong fanfare rhythm on the second violin and viola, then
tlre wlrole qlraftet hammers out a further fortissimo climax. The cello persistently reiterates its rising figure
over some 40 bars after which the tension subsides and the recapitulation enters, bringing with it the
overcast mood of the opening. However, with the arrival of the second subject, D major is reached but the
coda brings backthefortissin o outburst, this time shared by first violin and viola, before the more peaceful
close, though the cello maintains its rising motif as if to remind us that the clouds have not cleared

completely.
Witlr the Larghetto in B flat major, we find, however, that they have cleared and there is a complete
relaxation from the drama of tlie previoLrs movement
'peaceful contemplation' as described
- rhythm suggesting that Bruckner liesbynotChris
Tutt, but the Scherzo returns to D minor with its stamping
too
far in tlre future. The D najor Trio brings scale passages for the first violin, shared first with the cello and
later the viola.
The Allegro finale starts firmly in D major with sonorous chords on viola and cello as the violins
launch a bubbling theme kicked off by a three-note figure and dropping from forte to piano for its
concluding paft, an idea of pleasing originality. This outdoor, outgoing music dominates throughout before
arrivirrg at a strongly ernphatic conclusion.
Quartet No.28 in A /lat major, Op 84, No.2, followed in January 1832, and is the only one of Spohr's
36 qllartets whicli is irr this key. There is little drama to be found in this work which instead offers an
enjoyable flow of good-natured lyricism beginrrirrg with the quiet start to the Allegro. The development
proceeds in fugato style, using the inversion of a figure found in the fifth bar of the movement and brought
back to start this development. The inverted version of the figure returns right at the end to usher in a
peacefuI conclusion.
The theme of the E flat major Adagio has a religious colouring as found in Spohr's oratorios while,
in the contrasting central section, this theme is overlaid with staccato and later pizzicato semiquavers in
which allfour instruments get a share. The fine and vigorous Scherzo in C minor is polyphonic almost
tlrrougliout while the Trio concentrates on lyrical melody. After the repeat of the Scherzo the 16-bar coda
predominantly consists of dotted minims, dying away morendo.
A catchy main theme introduces the Rondo: Allegreuo finale and there are also some brilliant passages
for the first violin along with a magical ending as the soaring final phrase,forte, is echoed pianissimo in
the last bar and a half.
There is a resemblance in mood between the start of Quartet No.29 in B minor, Op.B4, No.j,
completed in March 1832, and that of Op.84, No.1, tliough otherwise the two movements proceed quite
differently. In the B minor work, the main theme opens in unison and the first violiri quickly steps to the
fore with some virtuoso passages, then the cello gets to echo these. Despite this brighter material, the
sombre opening subject pervades the whole movement and plays a big part in the development. The
recapitulation finds its way to B major but the tonic minor eventually returns to impose itself on a powerftil
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ending. The D major Minuetto: Moderato begins witli a twinned motif; as the first violin has a trilled figure
while, below it, the cello features a dotted one. Later the two instruments swap roles. Back in B minor, the
?io tums to a more melancholy mood with the first violin starting offas if it is about to launch into part
of Rimsky-Korsakov's Scheherazade (still more than half a century in the future) but we soon return to
more Spohr-like passages. This Trio lacks repeat marks as they are written out and varied.
Withthe Adagio in G major we come to one of the great Spohr slow movements. The two violins, both
on the G string, offer up a song of quiet prayer, though infused with rich feeling. A change of metre from
918 to 6/8 brings a more anguished atmosphere into play but the return to the opening section puts this
behind us and a brief reference to it near the end does not mar the gentle conclusion,
The finale, Allegrefto, is both lively and witry as Spohr incorporates harmonics into an opening theme
made up of two segments. There are contrasting major key episodes with, again, some display
opportunities for the first violin, but a hint of melancholy is felt in the final bars after the return to B minor
brings a hesitant close.

Spohr's final work in the quatuor brillant style, Quartet No.30 in

A major, Op.93,

from

September/October 1835, was written after the most traumatic period in the composer's life with the death
of his wife in November 1834. It was some time before Spohr felt able to return to composition but he
eventually managed to complete his Passion oratorio Des Heilands letzte Stunden and then went on to
compose his E major Violin Concertino, Op.92, followed by this quartet.
There is a five-bar minor key Andante introduction which sets out the basic motif of the easy-going
and relaxed Allegro, then the F major Larghetto brings forward a rather sweet and dreamy melody with
the musical content not being especially deep. Glenewinkel makes the valid point that this same theme was
used to better effect in Spohr's final quartet of all from 22 years later. With the Rondo: Allegretto finale
in A minor we reach the best movement in the quartet with two fresh and frisky themes which kept this
work in the repertoire of several late nineteenth century violinists such as Joseph Joachim and Lady Halld.
The Quartet No.3l in A major, Op.l32, was written in February 1846, and marks the composer's
return to the string quartet following a long gap. After completing his Op.84 quartets in March 1832,
during the next 14 years Spolrr wrote only his final quatuor brillant (A major, Op.93) in
September/October 1 83 5.
The I l-year intervening period before the composition of Op.l32 canbe put down to Spohr's second
marriage in 1836 following the death of his first wife, Dorette. His new wife, Marianne Pfeiffer, was an
accomplished amateur pianist and for some years Spohr concentrated on works involving the piano which
included much Lieder and a number of chamber pieces. In December 1845 he wrote his Quartet-Concerto
in A minor, Op.l3l , arrd this may have rekindled his interest in the string quartet for he went straight on
to compose Op.l32.
This is another of Spohr's quartets which might have been given a nickname in a similar way to
Haydn's; in this case it would no doubt have been called 'the Wagner quartet' in view of the fact that
Spolrr played it during a musical evening at Mendelssohn's house inLeipzig in 1846 at which he met
Wagner for the first time. In a letter home Marianne Spohr reported how Mendelssohn and Wagner 'read
from the score with countenances expressive of their delight'.
This new work was a very special sort of quartet; in a letter to a friend Spohr referred to it as a
'brillanten' work but it is not a corrventional quatuor brillant for a virtuosic solo violin with a simple string
trio accompaniment. The otlier instruments have much to do and the dominance of the first violin is less
concerned with brilliant passagework and more with technically demanding motivic and developmental
matters, in effect keeping up a running commentary on the music from beginning to end.
The good-natured opening Allegro vivace handles two themes of related elegance and charm which
avoid deeper conflict as the music projects a feeling of gentle cheerfulness. Only in the development
section does a stronger atmosphere come to the fore through contrapuntal intensification.
In the deeply-felt Adagio in D minor, a touching lament is sounded which turns to a more dramatic
and declamatory expression in the contrasting section before the movement settles into D major for its later
stages without appreciably lightening the mood.
The A minor Scherzo: Vivace lras a balletic feel and the main motif with its marked rhythm is tinged
with melancholy, an atmosphere reinforced by a sliding phrase which gradually turns into a chromatic
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Trio tnoves to A major and provides a marked contrast with a poetic 6tude for the first violin
which develops into an almost orgiastic section as tlie other instruments join in.
The finale, Allegro molto, is stamped with a fantasia-like atmosphere through tlre persistent use of an
arpeggiated violin figure which opens out the basic sonata form of the movement. This arpeggio occurs
three times to launch the furale before the first subject proper amives. Then the first violin sustains a 30-bar
ostinato-like figuration below which the other strings play reminiscences of the arpeggio leading to the
second subject. It is this arpeggio, too, which has the last word as it heads towards emphaticfortissimo
chords and a final fwo-bar fade-out.
It was with this work that Spohr started numbering his quartets but he must have miscounted or
overlooked one of the earlier pieces for he called tliis 'No.30' and continued to label his later quartets one
below their real nutnber, so throwing into confusion many early catalogues of his compositions.
The Quartet No.32 in C major, Op.l41, dates from February 1849, and continues the mood of
optimism which found its outlet in his String Sextet, Op.140 (also in C major), written in March-April
1848 at the tirne of tlie revolution which Spohr openly supported. The warm and sinuous expansive
opening theme of the quartet, with its rich harmonies, points ahead to Brahms and the mood of well-being
extends throughor"rt this Allegro moderato.In the substantial development Spohr concentrates on an
important staccato linking rnotif along with the markedly melodic second subject. The movement closes
with a version of the main theme overlaid with what Glenewinkel calls 'interwoven figures resembling the
silvery threads of a spider's web'.
Gentle, serene emotion dominates the F major Larghetto which features many delicate details.
Semiquaver triplets provide a corrtrast but do not greatly disturb the overall peaceful progress of the
movement. The C minor Scherzo: Allegro, in the rhythm of a Spanish bolero, disrupts the warm-hearted
flow of the earlier movements. The forceful main motif is always interupted by chromaticisms which cast
over tlre Scherzo an atmosphere of deep melancholy. The Trio in A flat major is a more relaxed 6tude for
tl-re first violin. After repeats of the Scherzo and Trio,the melancholy material completely dominates the
scale. The

short coda,

The mood of the Scherzo is immediately thrown offby the carefree Presto finale. The three notes
which open the movement successively in each of the four instruments are used to generate many
components of the firrale. They launch the piquant second subject whose flow is suddenly slowed down
in its seventh bar and is marked to be played 'sempre pp'for27 bars. This lengthy pianissimo is also
featured in the development which then introduces a fugato above the main theme. The work ends
confidently with emphatic chords.
By 1850 the revolution had been suppressed. Prussian and Bavarian troops arived in Kassel to enforce
martial law and in letters to friends at the time the composer made no attempt to hide his depression at this
turn of events. 'lf I were not too old I would now emigrate to the free country of America', he said.
The Quartet No.33 in G ntajor, Op.146, was completed in November l85l just before the 30th
anniversary of Spolir's appointment as kapellmeister in Kassel at a particularly trying and depressing time
in his life. Nowtliatthe forces of repression had triLrmphed, Spohr's employer, the ElectoralPrince, who
had resented his world famous kapellmeister's revolutionary enthusiasm, felt entrenched enough to pay

him back.
When Spohr applied for his annual leave in the summer of I 85 I , purely a pro forma matter as it was
errshrined in his contract of ernployment, the Prince's routine permission was not forthcoming. Spohr
Iodged a protest arid left for his sumtner holidays anyway but on his return was ordered to account for his
'illegal absence' from liis post. He was eventually fined a quarter of his annual salary and lost a court case
lie brought against this verdict in which the chiefjustice committed perjury. It was against the background
of tlrese events after his return frorn holiday that Spohr worked on his G major quaftet and perhaps the
intensity of his feelings about his treatment found expression through this work and especially in its Adagio
molto, one of the finest slow movements in the whole of his output.
The smooth start to the quartet's opening Allegro belies the general mood of the whole composition
which covers a wide emotional spectrum. This first subject group contains two main motifs and it is the
second of these, a rising staccato sequence with a trilling figure, which comes to the fore. Chromatic inner
parts unsettle the music and later modulations to distant keys maintain this impression. The brief second
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subject is concluded with a sequential quaver pattern which joins with the staccato/hill motif in dominating
tlre lengthy development. This is bisected by a short 'false recapitulation' while the real recapitulation is
altered only with minor nuances and the Allegro ends quietly with two pizzicato chords.
Tlrese pizzicati continue as a two-bar prelude in the C minor Adagio molto wherethe first violin sings
out on the G-string a beautiful and touchingly intirnate lament which encompasses painful sighs as if a soul
is wrung with grief. A warmer contrasting section in A flat major - one of Spohr's favourite keys
maintains the song-like atmosphere and this part is briefly alluded to again as the movement draws to- a
pianissimo close.
With the Scherzo: Presto in 214, comes a complete contrast as it scurries along with a jocular touch
and mainly sr.rbdued dynamics. There is a lyrical Trio in C major with a time change to 6/4 before both
scherzo and rrio come round again and once more we have a quiet ending.
The finale, Moho Allegro, begins in a stormy G minor with a two-note figure which also starts the
second subject. The mood can be considered as a more active parallel to the passive lament of the slow
movement and only the eloquent second subject halts the onward drive briefly before the music moves into
the development which covers all of the main material. After the recapitulation begins in G minor, the
tonality finds its way to the major but in the final bars, after fortissimo chords, there is a diminuendo to
pianissimo so that all four movements end with this mood of resignation.
By the time Spohr wrote his Quartet No.34 in Eflat major, Op.152, in June and July 1855, the
crackdown had proved brutally effective and liis princely employer was running his state in his old
authoritarian way. The quaftet carries an undertow of sadness and Spohr sets the mood right at the start
by prefacing the first movement with a pensive and question ing Adagio introduction.
The opening four-note figure plays a major role in the progress of the whole movement as it provides
the launching pad for both first and second subjects. It at one stage displays an audacity unprecedented in
Spohr where, over syncopations in the cello, a jarring dissonance remains unresolved. This feature returns
in tlre same form in the Allegro in which Spohr replaces a conventional development with a fugato.
Syncopatiorr is an important urrsettling factor right up to the last bars.
ln the A flat rnajor Larghetto con moto the composer is unable to shake off the atmosphere of
melancholy and syncopations also invade the sweetly lyrical opening theme. Complex inner chromaticisms
prevent the music from soaring free above care in the contrasting section dominated by sextuplet figures.
The Menuetto in E flat major provides a strong contrast in which the opening dofted rocking accompanying
motif contends with the main theme for melodic prominence to produce abizarrely restless yet athactivi
effect. The Trio in A flat major is notable for a folksong-like metody which the first violin has to execute
mainly in testing double-stops. This theme returns briefly to end the movement.
The Allegro finale firrds a lighter, even frivolous, tone and the second subject, a variant of the first,
includes some neat interplay between the two violinists (varied to first violin and viola in the
recapitulation). The first subject starts the development but Spohr then springs a surprise
a completely
new theme begins a fugato under which the cello eventually repeats the first four notes- of the openilg
rnotif. After tlie recapitulation there is a brief reference to the fugato material along with the cello's fournote signal and the quartet concludes with a diminuendo to a minor key plagal cadence. Spohr has found
that frivolity cannot prevail and the rnood of tlre times cannot be so easily overcome.
After completing his Six Songs, Op. I 54, in August I 856, Spohr decided to write a new quartet with
which to open his annual winter series of chamber music evenings. According to the chapters added by
his family to the composer's Autobiography which cover his final few years 'this new composition was
considered extremely fresh and charming by both performers and listeners, yet he himself was so little
satisfied with it that, after repeated alterations which were rejected as soon as made, he laid aside the whole
quartet as a failure' as he did with a further quartet and he then placed a ban on both works being either
pLrblished orperformed. Butas late asNovember 1857 Spohrseemsto have had ahigh opinion ofthis
Quartet No.35 in E/lat major, Op.I55, along with its successor,No.36 inG minor, Op.l57,for, in a letter
to a friend, he said: 'I recently wrote some quartets which seem good enough to be added to the others.'
Soon afterwards, on Boxing Day 1857 Spohr broke his left arm and although it healed remarkably
quickly he found that he could no longer play the violin with his old fluency so he sadly laid it aside
forever. In addition, just before his accident he felt inspired to begin composing a Requiem whiclr he
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looked upon as the conclusion to his life's work but by April 1858 decided that he no longer had the ability
to produce works of such magnitude. These two blows to his performing and composing life plunged him
into a deep melancholy and he began to doubt the quality of his last completed pieces. So his change of
mood and ban on the perforrnance of these last two quartets most likely came during this lengthy period

of

depression. Tlierefore, to break Spohr's 150-year embargo with publication, performances and
recordings of his two final quartets has some jLrstification in the composer's own verdict of November
1 857. In additiori, as far back as 1912, Glenewinkel stated: 'The quartet Op.155 possesses so many merits
in its transparency and more natural language tlrat, in my opinion, it surpasses its predecessor in overall
merit. It is surely no mark of disrespect to disregard his wishes concerning it, especially as these quartets
[Op. I 55 and Op. 1 57] represent a new phase and their quality is equal, if not superior, to that of his other
late quartets.'

Shortly before composing Op.155, Spohr had expressed a wish to write a quartet which returned to
the classical ideals of Haydn and Mozart. This is the new phase mentioned by Glenewinkel but the quartet
is not a mere neo-classical pastiche as Spohr retains many features of his own individual style, especially
in melody and lrarmony. In tenns of structure and texture, however, Spohr does come close to his classical
model. The principle of the equalweighting of all four instruments is adhered to and very few virtgosic
flourishes are to be found.
The original version of this work was in G minor and opened with a syncopated Allegro theme;the
second movement was a Scherzo marked Allegro moderato;then came an Andantino in B flat major and
finally an Allegro in G major. For his revision, Spohr wrote a new E flat major motif with which to open
tlre first movement, Allegro, and the original syncopated theme became a shortened bridge to the second
subject. The main argument of the movement is formed by a constant rivalry between the restless
syncopated theme and the firm march rhythm of the second subject which dominates the development
section. The new first subject is briefly alluded to in the recapitulation and in the coda but the work's
original key of G minor makes its presence felt throughout and considerably disturbs the tonal unity.
The new version continues with the quartet's original Andantino third movement now in second place,
still in B flat nrajor and coniaining the new superscription Romanze. Glenewinkel suggests that its
'touchingly sirnple tune has a gentle charm and miraculous serenity.'The changes from the first versiol
are lrere of a secondary nature. The Scherzo is now placed third and its title changed to Menuetto;
Moderato; its waltz-like character anyway places it on the borderline between the two designations. It
retains its original key of G major and again revisions are not very extensive.
The finale is transposed to E flat major, its original Allegro tempo is now qualified as Allegro non
troppo and in this moverlent Spohr's revisions are more thorough. The material is the same but noticeably
differently arranged. Glenewinkel sums up the finale like this: 'The work on the motifs of the theme
(sequence, transpositions, strettos and imitations) takes up the whole movement; it is done with such
mastery that the listener never tires of it, and an impression of freshness remains.' Certainly, the 7}-yearold composer displays almost youthful high spirits in this sparkling finale.
Spohr completed his Quartet No.36 in G minor, Op.157, his final work in the genre, in August 1857.
Tlre opening G minor theme possesses a strong character and is immediately developed, mainly by
imitation. Tl'tis Allegro is noteworthy, too, for its persistent syncopation and Spohr also experiments with
the fonn of the movemerrt. ln tlie development the first subject group is stated in full but with a changed
harmonic structure, then the recapitulation handles the material in reverse order starting with the second
subject in the tonic major followed by the first subject section which reimposes G minor.
Glenewinkel rates the E flat majorZarghetto very highly indeed: 'The movement is masterly as regards
both the content and form, easily superior to most of the slow movements of Spohr's later period.' He
especially points to 'a beautiful, dreamy episode which sounds almost like a pre-echo of Grieg.' A vigorous
Menuetto in G minor makes a feature of grace notes while in the G major Trio: un poco piit moderato, a
lyricaltheme is accompanied by cello pizzicati. The G minor finale, Allegro molto, keeps up the rhythm
of the main theme without a break throughout, corrstantly passing from instrument to instrument. Even
when the restless motion is interrupted by the broader sweep of the second theme, the rhythm is continued
on the viola. G major eventr.rally takes over and at the end the music winds down to a pianissimo
conclusion, a gentle close to Spohr's lifetime devotion to chamber music.
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